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A B S T R A C T 

Every Structure needs a table to withstand a system of resisting other forces caused by wind or strong earthquakes. One of the best programs is outrigger. 

Outriggers of structural elements support the formation of lateral loads together. When the complexity of the height of the buildings is increased they become 

larger as well as the addition of tempting additions to resist systems such as truss consists of belt and outriggers are needed. Utilization of structural 

regulation adds structural strength by connecting the main building with the remote colony and making the whole body function as a single unit in resistance 

to the burden. The current review articles deals with the research based on the Outrigger Wall and Wall Belt Supported System by different researchers. The 

observation includes based on the reviews in that inputs of Outrigger Wall and Wall Belt increase the performance of building in terms of stability, stiffness, 

strength & cost. It also concluded that this performance are vary with variation is occurs in the location and dimensions parameters such height, depth and 

plan areas. The research also impact on the system is used as per the guidelines provided.   
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1. Introduction 

Due to the increasing demand for high-quality and architectural impactful structures and customized roundabouts and roundabouts, different themes, and 

the increase in height on a daily basis lead to new challenges and the need for new safety systems. In order to withstand ear thquakes and strong winds due 

to the growth of the building, such as the increased instability of the building and the high altitude we need to destroy some protective measures. The 

slight example consist are bracings, shear-wall, outrigger-system and more. Outrigger Structure Outrigger & Wall belts Since noticing the competition is 

still taking place in the country. The reason taken under it that when structural load is taken, with vertical and horizontal supports system, obtained a huge 

amount of combined loads that are generated by the structure and that load must be supported by the structure itself. Since the earthquake produces 

oscillations from the ground, they are connected to the structure and the most effective way to use it to resist the structur e through utilization of these 

combined system for the use of stabilizers, straps supported by the system, and stabilizing & system consist support strap. 

 

Outriggers: 

Outriggers are defined as the members who consist of the beams or contact plates from the centre to the outside of the posts on both sides that block the 

structure and operation of the connecting links. The core was provided as a detachable bar holding the entire structure firmly to accommodate loads and 

moving equal loads out of poles. Greater stiffness is accomplished in this type of structure than conventional frame. An outrigger combines the two 

elements adding a strong solid that interferes with emergency power. If an outrigger-reinforced building under wind or seismic loads deflection, the 

outrigger connects the main wall to and away from the posts, a unit to resist lateral loads is act on  replaced  the full structural system. 
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Fig. 1: Concept of Outrigger (a, b) & its effect in Lateral Loads (c) 

 

 

Belt supported system: 

The best technique used in huge-story houses is to maintain the body whether it is a bar belt or a truss belt system. It representatives to the structural nodal 

points & communicate through it. They are termed as belt support systems the reason is the belt is usually made of trusses or bolts, connecting the 

structure line. The load departs from each member being distributed equally housing. In order to adapt to the force of the wave and to maintain the 

stability of the structure, the outer straps and straps are used.  The Policy is that the outer poles are fitted with the centre of the bar with the braces and 

straps in one or more positions. The truss straps are attached to the outside pillar of the house while the outside holds them to the main or central vertical 

wall. The reason behind is this approach due to reduction value is occurs in interference structure with respect to the conventional method. 

 

 

Fig. 2: Typical Concept of Belt Supported System 

 

 

2. Literature Review Summary  

A review article is an article to gets the current state of a topic and to understand the current demand. A review article examines and shot way to represent 

past published work based on study, rather than reporting new facts or analyzes. It is termed as survey articles or, in news release, overview articles. For 

the current project the review of article is based on the Outrigger Wall, Wall Belt and Outrigger structure Subject area so that it is easy grapes the subject 

knowledge and implementation and future orientated  work is carried out with the help of the reviews.  

Nadh V.S., Sumanth B.H. (2020) This article discusses the use of the stabilizer system for 30-story high-rise concrete buildings and its comparison with 

the same building without stabilizer systems. This article emphasizes the exact identification of the status of stabilizers in high-rise buildings. In the 

second case, the maintenance of the height of the building is the same as that of the normal building, the floor surface is increased by reducing the number 
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of interior posts and without a stabilizer system and stability is checked. The results show the quality of the stabilizers on top and others at 0.5 times the 

height of the building. With the use of the stabilizer system, the change has been reduced by 26.69% 

 

Alhaddad W., Halabi Y & et.al. (2020) The research is secondary times impact on the analysis reviews about the outrigger and belt-truss system design 

for high-rise construction. In this section, by presenting and detailing as much relevant information as possible, a guide is provided for the best fit and size 

of the outrigger system design. -is a guide that will provide an overview and explanation for applying ideas, concepts, methods, and techniques in 

reviewing articles for optimal topology and multiple designs.  It concluded with a summary of the results of the revised research,  understand how useful 

different limits reinforce the optimal concept of topology and the structural sixe  of a high-rise and circular building. ma fusi-truss system 

 

Alhaddad W., Halabi Y. & et. al. (2020)   The articles are based on the study of the design of beam and beam systems for tall buildings. The primary 

focus is provided on optimal topology and outrigger system size design. The guide will provide an explanation and description of the theories, 

assumptions, concepts, and methods used in the reviewed articles for optimal topology and size design. The obtained overview is useful for  understanding 

how different parameters affect the optimal topology and size design of a tall building with a lattice and lattice system. The system fulfills the initial and 

final design phase. The code approach has also been adopted by compiling a standard or special code for the design of tall buildings. 

 

Salman K., Kim D. & et. al. (2020)This article examines the rigid and specific foundation of high-level structures under load. First, a static analysis was 

performed for four different system structures (such as weather-resistant body, fence, and outrigger body structure (OBF) systems). Under the same static 

load, the stabilizer reinforcement system was found to provide better control over the high-altitude structure. To obtain these results, a detailed analysis 

was performed to show how well the immune system was stimulated. Second, detailed analyzes were evaluated to assess the vibration response of a high-

rise building. For this reason, the stabilizer system was compared to pendulum-tuned mass dampers (PTMD). The analytical model simulates the supply of 

the stabilizer decreasing even further by 33% for one and 60% for the solution for the two at the top of the transition. This change in response was 

confirmed by a detailed solution for the top and middle of the building. The potential reduction rates of the stabilizers received 40% with PTMD and 35% 

respectively. Based on comparative statistics and solid OBF details, it was found to be a useful addition to the rolling frame. 

 

Tae‑Sung Eom, Hiubalt Murmu and Weijian Yi (2019) A new system of lateral resistance to the structural system for concrete building structures, the 

distributed belt system, has been proposed. Unlike conventional girder constructions, the belt walls that fill the space between the perimeter pillars are 

arranged separately along the total height of the building. This study investigates the mechanism of force transmission and the performance of distributed 

belt walls, acting as virtual carriers under lateral load. To strengthen the belt walls exposed to high shear demand, a reinforcement procedure using high-

strength prestressed strands (ie PSC belt wall) is proposed, and the shear strength of the PSC belt walls is estimated based on compression field theory. By 

performing a nonlinear finite element analysis, the shear behavior of the PSC belt walls, including cracks and yield strengths, is investigated in detail. 

Based on these tests, recommendations are given for the design of shear of belt walls reinforced with high-strength prestressing beams. 

 

Tavakoli R., Kamgar R. (Feb.-2019)The study examines the concept of outdoor storage and considers the layout of the soils. For this reason, a central 

pull-wall belt of a high-rise steel building is considered. The storage of clay soil under this framework and what is happening to the soil - is subject to soil 

stimulation. When studying this system, the correct methods are used in Open Sees. In addition, an analysis of an action and decision is made between 

these decisions and the decisions associated with the system and the policy. Optimised location of outrigger -strap truss system is based on the 

consideration of the top roof substitute, time base and partition structure and with no interaction of ground-structure.  The outputs showed  that SSI 

infection affects the location of the outside of the seat-belts. A detailed analysis of all the data, such as the structural and structural correlation of the soils, 

showed that the availability of the bond at high altitudes resulted in a lower roof thickness. 

 

Patel N.  & Jamle S.(Aug.-2019)The researcher’s patel & jamle worked on outrigger system is made for details because of the fact  that the best system is 

available for high-rise buildings and on the skies. In this system, the outer lines are connected to the main inward or outward path by strong loads on 

different floors against the shock and moderate action of the main parent should be seismic and windy. In this paper various papers presenting this subject 

are reviewed to perform a great deal of work done in this first field. On reviewed the research, it comes about the proven result that drives the 

development of our research. It also faces the multi-story building to do details for the 13 floors. A total of 13 cases are shown in twin towers with 

different floor sizes and the best conditions are notoriously resistant to movement. The tower is being considered for zone 4  against dirt roads. Studies 

have been completed against different segments of seismic, there is an increase in the pit & it is on the roof. Preliminary results of more than one case and 

the various cases are recommended with the help of statistical data and analysis Staad-pro. The main component of the welding plate is a flexible part of 

the welding wall, its width and thickness. 

 

Dangi A. & Jamle S. (Sept.-2018) Researchers are testing the Ground with ten Storey, 3-dimensional modeled under the influence of earthquakes. Site 

outrigger based on Taranath method. Response methods have been used for monitoring the performance of seven-stage configurations including 

conventional, core welds, outrigger and wall belts and outrigger and truss belt support systems. The Base velocity, axial column strengths and members of 

the axial velocity were studied. Very good chapters for all the topics discussed in this article as well. The results of the Base Shear show that the response 

is more important than the general structure which seems to be very useful under the normal wave of the normal structure and the main separation. Shear 

Core outrigger and wall support systems show significant correlation between all time-resistant cases. Underneath the powerhouse shows a great deal 

when only Shear Core applications will be used. both concepts are useful in separating forces for both Y and Z sides in agents. The r egulation of the 
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agents saw good and good sanctity for the construction in the lower partition and the fence. Summary parameter management issues in both Shear Core 

outrigger and bar support systems. The latter as a Wall strap Wall is more useful than system truss straps. 

 

Mathew M., (June-2017) The work involves outdoor frames and fence posts that are widely used to reduce drift. Three-dimensional models for the G + 

45 concrete structure are being developed and the results are detailed for themselves. For the conflict of zones specific to zone 2 and the method described 

in IS: 1893 (part1) -2002. Therefore the analysis of wind load can be taken from IS: 875 (section 3) -1987 Finally, a comparison of the periodic studies on 

the energy generated and used the system "ETABSvr.16". Regulation of changes such as back-to-back, treadmill baths, time connection and optimum 

condition are associated with outrigger and brake pads. 

 

Soni P., Tamrakar P.L. & et. al.(Feb.-2016) A list of articles being made for the study of the improvement of spinal cord and their behavior towards 

emergency loads. While vertical walls resist large areas of lateral load on the basement of the building and lateral load supported framed on the building 

consist upper part which is suitable for weak high-rise buildings, buildings are similar in nature built in India, as per India habituation concept floors are 

utilized as a parking and garages or offices and the upper floors places. This result of the G + 10 structural velocity project reduces the importance of von-

misses reinforcement and structural changes in site 1 compared to site 2. Similarly the result is in G + 20 wall-to-wall structures have less significant 

fracture sites in site 2 compared to site 1. The end of the G + 26 floor structure was concluded to reduce the importance of von-misses sites and less 

inconvenience to the structure in place 1 compared to place 2.. 

 

Gadkari -P. , Gore-G. (2016)  Examination of texture notes in this paper on various aspects of regulatory structures such as; Status of outrigger 

configuration in high-rise RC housing, Outrigger model behavior in High-Rise Steel and integrated housing, outrigger model behavior in rotating wheel 

structure and Impact of seismic on structural design. 

 

N.K., Gore N.G (June-2016) The researchers of this paper summarize in detail the Outriggers integration and the current practice of integrating 

Outriggers into high-rise buildings. Back to this various issues related to the Outriggers have also been discussed. Detailed descriptions of the articles 

available in the field of Outrigger system are in place and the summaries and opportunities encountered in the study are listed in this document. A new 

Virtual Outrigger concept is introduced in this paper. It is utilise for the the seat belt in the house for increment in the performance of the house under the 

load force being studied. Emphasizes the greater benefits of hiring Virtual Outriggers than usual. It is also shown in the affected paper ideas under the 

Virtual Outrigger. 

 

Kogilgeri S. , Shanthapriya B.  (July-2015) An attempt is being made to investigate the inconsistency and behavior of the regulatory environment on by 

reduction in the depth of the exit & to provide steel structure. The steel and central structures and the steel structure and the layout of the foundations vary 

in the depth of the exterior. The reduction in the depth of the outrigger is taken as 2/3 and 1/3 of the maximum height with the full maximum height. 

Equivalent depth is taken for both belt-truss & a normal story and remained the same throughout the day. Key terms include accidental mixing and 

slipping. From the analysis of the results obtained, the comparison of the outrigger movements with the upper floor depth and the depth reduction reveals 

a significant difference under load. Shah  

 

Fawzia S., Nasir A. & et. al. (2011) This work is based on the effects of hurricanes and the evacuations of people outside of the 28, G+42and G+57 are 

being studied. There are some decisions have been made that will prohibit the opportunity to worked on upcoming area for the researchers. The civil 

engineer. The results of the demonstrations have significant implications for the higher structures. The increase is high but the same strategy is in place to 

reduce the complexity. To meet the maximum tensile need bracings are added and also the addition of additional resistance resistors for example truss 

straps & outriggers is required. 

 

Herath N., Haritos N. & et. al. (2009) This study is needed to identify the best location outside of high-rise influence of seismic conditions.. The storey 

consist 50 floors buildings surveyed and the levels having a highest peak in 3 levels of ground acceleration on the velocity of the points in each segment of 

the earthquake data were combined to provide a similar level of roadmap. The analysis of the response and behaviour of the building was considered with 

regard to the legalization of responses such as relocation and safety on the premises. This study showed that the standard deviation of the setting when the 

external level is 22-24 is higher. Thus it can be concluded that the optimal location are obtained in the range of 0.44-0.48 times its maximum  location.  

 

Bayati Z,, M. Mahdikhani  & et.al.(Oct.-2008) The results of  the researchers Bayati Z,, M. Mahdikhani  is on decrement in tension in the ligament with 

strong stimulants, by the analytical approach adopted for structural model built in Tehran Vanan Park. The results show that proper use of the multi-

outriggers system can reduce home volatility. Other than this the outcomes consist of that the structure which having the multi-outriggers system reduced 

the elements and bases from the structure 

3. Conclusions 

Based on the different researchers study on Outrigger Wall and Wall Belt Supported System the following conclusions are to be made. The points out 

conclusions are as follows: 

 The belt truss & outrigger system most accepted method for withstanding under lateral loads. 

 The maximum research is based on the optimum height, shear wall location and height, variations in outrigger depth etc.  
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 The main aim of the researchers is to increases the Stability of the building used, hence increment is observed by different researchers. 

 The structural form used by the Outrigger System for High-Rise, Composite Structure ,Multi-Outriggers System, Unsymmetrical Tall 

Buildings, Steel Structure & braced frame system by different analysis. The bracing & Outriggers System is more priority in it and reduces the 

effect of laterals loads. 

 The checks made by different researches are Seismic performance, Impact in the Cyclonic Region, Guideline adopted under for O ptimum 

Topology concept and Design consideration under sizes.  

 Under the behaviour of the soil–structure interaction, the systems consist fixed base, location consist of the belt truss at the higher stories 

imparts the lesser amounts displacement. 

 Difficult connection due to the core is removed & with outrigger system, the structural materials can be applied effectively by utilizing the 

axial strength and stiffness of exterior columns. 

  The systems minimize hindered space compared to the traditional method. The floor space does not contain any columns and rema ins among 

the core and the external columns; as a consequence, increment in the functional efficiency of the building occurs.  

 

4. Future Scope 

The following future worked as carried out to get the knowledge of truss belt and wall in the structure and to find deeper concept and new considerable 

idea through it. There are as follows 

 Locations based assessment of the structure to get optimizes location for earthquake resisting building. 

 Use of different types of structural form such steel, bundled tube, bracing etc and comparisons between them.  

 Dimensional analysis: variations in the depth, size of the belt truss and wall.  

 Earthquake approach comparison such as RSA & THA. 

 Use of different type’s base isolation in the truss belt and outriggers system. 

 Dynamic wind analysis such as CFD analysis or wind tunnel. 

 Different software such as Midas, sofistik etc in new upcoming era. 

 Outputs based on the efficiency of outrigger. 
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